
If you’re taking your holidays
during June or July you may
well be heading for somewhere
where the sun shines brightly
and somewhere where the sea
is blue.  

How many times have we set
off for the seaside with the
kids excitedly singing (or
shouting) out the words of
Cliff Richard’s 1960s hit
song in the back of the car?
If I take off the rose
coloured spec’s I also
remember that the good humour
usually lasted for about half an hour before the
song changed to, “Are we there yet?” and the back seat
of the car erupted into a war zone.  

But I’m sure you get the idea because I’m certain that
our family was no different from the millions of others
who have headed off to the strains of the same tune
during the past five decades.  

STEP 1 - Select a style & tempo

Many of the early pop songs reflect strong Country music
influences and Summer Holiday is just one example - with its
easy swing tempo and Country guitar sounds.  So I wasn’t too
surprised that the Country style category was where I found the
style I wanted.  There were several that fitted the bill but the
Tyros5’s Country Swing 2 style came with the right sound in its
One Touch Setting buttons.  I slowed the tempo down to 126
bpm to more-or-less match the speed of the song on You Tube
- although this is substantially faster than the tempo advised in
the Easy Keyboard Library music book.       

STEP 2 - Check out the One Touch Settings (OTS)

In the end I only used one of the OTS.  On Tyros5 the OTS2
button has a Vintage Guitar with just the right amount of effect.
If you don’t have a Tyros5 don’t worry, I’ll set out the
registration for you next.     

STEP 3 - Plan the arrangement

There isn’t much by way of an ‘arrangement’ here as such -
because I played the song pretty much as written.  I did add an
introduction though as the original intro isn’t written in the
music.  So, let’s start by building the registration for those who
don’t have the Tyros5. 

Registration  1: Vintage  Amp  Guitar

For Tyros5 owners it’s easy... just select the Country Swing 2
style and press OTS 2.

For other keyboards, in order to make the basic Vintage Amp
guitar sound like the one in the Tyros5’s One Touch Setting
you’ll need to do some quite complex editing.  

Fortunately there’s an easier way to create a Shadows guitar
sound that’s ideal for the purpose.  This involves ‘borrowing’ a
voice from another One Touch Setting.

1 Go into Music Finder and look for a typical Shadows song 
title - Apache, The Young Ones, Wonderful Land, Foot 
Tapper etc. The chances are that the One Touch Settings 
that are called up for any of these songs will have just 
the kind of guitar sound we’re looking for.  

2 Once you’ve found it switch OFF the OTS LINK button.  
This is important to prevent the sound from changing to a 
different OTS when we call up the style for Summer Holiday.

3 Next, select the CountrySwing2 style from the COUNTRY 
style category, set the tempo to 126 bpm (beats per 
minute) and the style’s volume level to 100.

4 Select the ‘Pop-Ooh p Vib’ multi pads (not available on 
Clavinova)

5 Press the MEMORY button followed by REGISTRATION 
MEMORY button 1 to store the setting.

The  Intro

To start the tune I used the INTRO 2 to the Country Swing 2
style.  I know the rule is never to change the left hand chords
whilst the Intros or Endings are playing - but there are always
exceptions to any rule, and this is one of them.

The reason why we avoid changing chords is that Intro and
Ending patterns generally have their own, built-in, sequence of
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chords that change automatically as the intro/ending
progresses.  If we change chords as well it confuses the
system and makes everything sound a mess.

In this case though, Intro 2 stays on the same chord for the
entire four-bar duration of the intro.  (You’ll need to check this
if your instrument isn’t a Tyros5 as intros/endings do change
from one model to the next.)  If, like Tyros5, your INTRO 2
stays on the same chord you’ll be able to use it to create your
own ‘customised’ introduction to the song.

Start the intro and, as it progresses, play the chords from the
first four bars of the written music.  This, on its own, will give
you an intro in keeping with the song - but if you’re able to
play this little two bar repeated riff you’ll have a great intro to
Summer Holiday.

“We’re  all  going  on  a...”

As the intro comes to an end select the MAIN B style variation
for the start of the song.

The main thing to note about the melody is the
instrument we’re using to play it.  The Tyros5
sample of the Fender Stratocaster guitar (as
used by Hank Marvin) is superb - but, to
make the most of it, you’ll need to check
out some of the playing techniques you
can use to enhance the basic sound.

Vibrato: For a big vibrato press down on
the key after you’ve played it. 

Pitch Bend: Use the pitch bend wheel to
bend the notes (this can be controlled
from a foot switch if you prefer).  

If the notes are less than a fourth interval apart you can also
bend the second note by holding the first and striking the
second key a little harder.   

“We’re  going  where  the  sun  shines...”

Make sure that the OTS LINK button is switched OFF (even if
you’re playing Tyros5) because we don’t want the melody
voice to change as we move from one variation of the style to
the next.

As we move into the next part of the song select the MAIN D
style variation to give the music a bit of a lift.  I also played this
section an octave higher than written (although I’m not totally
convinced that I like it).  It does, however, add another
contrast to the sound.  

“Now  let’s  see  if  it’s  true...”

The note D is held for the whole bar at the word ‘true’.  If you
extend this to cover two bars you’ll have time to use the
TRANSPOSE button to step the pitch up one semitone and
press the MAIN B style variation button in time for...

“Everybody  has  a  summer  holiday...”

As we go back into the main tune (and the MAIN B style

variation) return to playing the notes at the written pitch and
carry on until you come to the end of the piece.

“For  me  and  you...”

You can choose from several endings to round up the
arrangement.  There’s a simple ending using the ENDING 1
button (but I thought this was a bit dull).  There’s the
programmed ending using the ENDING button 2 or 3
(although I felt that both of these were too heavily ‘Country’ to
fit the song. Or, there’s the fade-out ending - where you press
the FADE IN/OUT button and repeat the last two bars until the
song has died away (I like this).  You could do the same thing
but, instead of repeating the last two bars, play the little riff we
opened with until the music fades.  It’s up to you. 

Some ‘extra’ chords for players using Ai 

If you’re using the Ai chord mode you may like to experiment
with some different chords from the correct but basic ones
written in the score.

From the lyric, “seen it in the movies”, replace the written
chords with:

Bm / BmM7/A# / | BmM7/A  /  /  / |  Asus4 / A7 / |

D7sus4 / D7 /  |

Then, at the last line, “for me and you...” the word ‘you’ is
sung/played to the chord G followed by Em.  You might like to
replace the Em with two shorter one-beat chords so the last
line becomes:

Am / D7 / |  G / Bm Bbm |  Am7 / D7 / |  G / Bm Bbm |

This repeats and fades...

An mp3 audio file is available.

Well, that’s it for this happy little song.  Gosh, imagine if your
pension depended on the royalties from that one song alone!
It’s like hitting the top spot at Christmas (although I don’t want
to think of that yet).  A perennial favourite wheeled out and
played every single year.  Wow!  

As always I’ll be only too happy to send an mp3 audio file of
my version of this arrangement so you can hear how it
sounded on my Tyros5.  Just send me an email to
glyn@yamaha-club.co.uk with a request for ‘Summer Holiday’.
Don’t forget though that I’m away from the 10th June for the
rest of the month.

There’s also a Music Finder file for Tyros5.

All 15 of the classic songs in the Easy
Keyboard Library - Cliff Richard book are
covered in the downloadable Music
Finder file.  You can find out more about
this and other new ‘pocket change’ Music
Finder software on page 5. 
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